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This White Paper states the current views of COWEYE regarding the COWEYE social casino and
cryptocurrency casino platform. COWEYE, Inc. reserves the right to revise or update this White Paper in
any respect without prior notice. The information presented in this White Paper is for information purpose
only and does not legally bind COWEYE, Inc. or any other related parties. This document is for
informational purpose only and does not constitute and is not intended to be an offer to sell, a
solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation of: (i) COWEYE Tokens, (ii) investment in the COWEYE,
Inc. platform or any other project or property of COWEYE, Inc. or (iii) shares or other securities in
COWEYE, Inc. or any affiliated or associated company in any jurisdiction.
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I. Executive Summary
The mission of our project is to give any person in any part of the world a chance to anonymously enjoy
casino games online on equal terms via fast deposit and withdrawal of funds with blockchain-based
authentication.



COWEYE represents an online casino that is the first of its kind, that has superb game graphics
enhancing the best user experience.



The worldwide casino industry is an $80 billion market. Among that $80 billion market, the online
casino industry where users can play with PCs and portable devices has reached $6.5 billion.

This

vast online casino industry is growing 10% every year.


COWEYE offers a better, faster, and safer online casino platform using the blockchain and
cryptocurrency technologies, especially with our HTML5 based platform enabling users all around the
world to enjoy the game anywhere and anytime with any mobile devices (iOS and Android) and PCs
without any downloads.



The Cow token is ERC-20 based.

COWEYE will be offering diverse services through the Main Net. Developers who have had no prior
experience will be able to purchase Cow through exchanges and participate via a junket method in
online casinos. Participation will be totally transparent and fair by purchasing game money through
the blockchain smart contract.



Usage of COW tokens in the COWEYE network is as follows:


Maintenance of Mainnet Node



Transfer fees of coins in the Main net



Transfer fee sharing costs within the Main net



Exchange of game money for other online games



Junket participation in other online casinos



For operational funds when participating in online casino junket



Exchange for rolling chips in offline casinos



Participation costs in other Game competitions



Award winning prize for other competitions



Game competition viewer fees



Payment method for partner advertising contracts or viewer fees



Many more usages for COW as the business model diversifies
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COWEYE plans to continuously update games like Poker, Baccarat, Roulette and other popular games
to meet the expectations and interests of worldwide users.



The demand for COW tokens will naturally increase with the growth of our platform. Users will be
able to play at deducted rates and earn passive income through referrals.



Through partnerships with prominent offline casinos like Pechanga, Sam Manuel, Tulalip and Genting,
users will enjoy an array of diverse benefits:


Overcome any time, physical or economical barriers for real casinos and enjoy games in the
privacy of one’s home



COW coins will be usable both in offline and online casinos: any COW tokens used in online
games can be exchanged for rolling chips at partnering casinos, and vice-versa. Rolling chips
can be changed for COW coins the same way (except for cash).



Online casino game players will be eligible to participate in game tournaments, and winners
will be able to participate in international tournaments using the COWEYE brand.



The COWEYE team has diverse experience in developing and designing online and mobile games
with excellent financial and investment background.



COWEYE advisors come from actual casino backgrounds who served as CEOs and auditors, in
addition to experience from blockchain communities, online gaming industries, start-ups, etc.



Invest in COWEYE, the future of online crypto casino. We encourage investors and users to
experience an exciting business model; participate in online tournaments, or perhaps participate in
COWEYE’s mainnet node and develop your own casino and in turn earn passive income

II. Introduction and Concept of the Platform
Problems
The world of cryptocurrency has seen explosive growth with hundreds of coins in circulation and is freely
traded amongst peers. However, save for a few exceptions, there are limited places in the real world that
one can directly spend their cryptocurrencies in exchange for goods or services. In this regard, most
cryptocurrency holders are forced to convert these digital assets back into fiat currencies which is
accepted widely in the real world. Lack of acceptance is an unfortunate circumstance especially given the
robust blockchain infrastructures, high adoption of blockchain and the limitless potential that these
cryptocurrencies have in the physical world. Despite the multiple initiatives undertaken to adopt and
widely use cryptocurrencies in the real world, there are significant limitations to the seamless integration
in day to day commercial activities
In the online world, however, cryptocurrencies have been widely accepted and have been embraced in
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multiple formats and are used for wide-ranging activities. The ones that are at the forefront are Online
Gambling and eSports as one of the early adopters of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies. The
uptake of cryptocurrencies in these online gambling activities has had overwhelmingly favorable effects
showing the vast potential in utilizing blockchain technology in the sector, but also in the entertainment
industry overall. Nonetheless, there has not been a substantial effort to integrate the success of
cryptocurrencies in online platforms into the real world and in a physical realm. It is a disjoint between
the application of cryptocurrencies in online gaming and gambling and its uptake in the real world
casinos, and this is what COWEYE seeks to address.
COWEYE and Solutions
COWEYE represents an online casino that is the first of its kind: it boasts world-class gaming graphics to
enhance the user experience. COWEYE will allow players to walk into our partnering local casinos and
exchange cryptocurrency for chips that will enable them to engage in all their favorite thrilling casino
games on the premises. This interchangeable platform utilizing advanced blockchain technology will
integrate automation, micropayments and transaction speeds.
On that note, one major milestone that awaits COWEYE after the roll-out of the COWEYE Cryptocurrency
Casino Platform is a unique approach to games that will surely differentiate us from other online casinos
on the market. We will be introducing a set of custom games that will allow players to turn their
cryptocurrencies into fun and useful assets to play in physical casinos, thus addressing a major issue with
these currencies that have limited consumption opportunities in the physical world.

COWEYE’s platform will allow users to learn casino games for free, interact with friends within the
platform, and compete and play with fellow players real time. We do not own an online gambling site for
social media and influencer marketing channels, but COWEYE can maximize its marketing potential due to
its social casino platform. Thus, COWEYE can efficiently gain brand recognition and brand power.

COWEYE genuinely understands that as much as cryptocurrency has gained widespread use, it still has
not been embraced and used to its fullest capacity for actual consumption and expenditure. On the other
hand, online gambling has adopted
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worldwide market. However, this market is still only 17% of the total EU gambling market, indicating that
a significant proportion of players prefer the traditional physical casinos. Nevertheless, in the real world,
physical casinos highly exploit players as they have been established for a long time. As such, there is a
need for decentralization of the gambling industry as a whole which can now be achieved through
blockchain technology as seen in the massive velocity of the online segment. Through the adoption of
cryptocurrency, there is the possibility to eliminate some common issues seen in the traditional gambling
industry including the need for trust.
Back to problems of the online casino industry, the best solution to these issues is to use a decentralized
platform for fast deposit and withdrawal of funds with blockchain-based authentication. With the help of
an anonymous cryptocurrency wallet, the user will be able to play casino games online without waiting
for system approval of a deposit or withdrawal. Everything will be smooth and done with one click!

III. Market Analysis
Online Casino Market
)Since

the majority of blockchain gaming platforms have only been running since the past year, there are

few data sources providing statistics for the emerging market yet. However, statistics for online casinos are
available and would portray an adequate
United States.

representation of our target audience and

North America

future growth potential.

Other Nations
Europe (excl UK)
U.K.

In 2016 alone, the total gambling gross yield

Asia

worldwide was projected to reach 450 billion
U.S. dollars from players and gamblers. This
was forecasted to rise to 495 billion U.S.

100% = $33.8 Billion (￡21 Bil)

dollars by 2019.

Source:: H2 Gambling Capital Estimates

The market for online casinos as a whole was
2009

2013

Change

USD 35.97 billion in 2014 and is estimated to

(￡ Million)

(￡ Million)

(2009-2013)

Poker

287

329

14.6%

reach USD 66.59 billion by 2020, at a CAGR of

Bingo

242

380

57.0%

Casino Game

347

683

96.8%

devices

Sport Betting

634

1,138

79.5%

increasing with market growth for this industry

1,510

2,530

67.5%

being very geographically specific.

Segment

Total
Source:: Mintel, Oct. 2013

%

10.81%.

Additionally, the use of mobile
for

online

gambling

purposes

is

According

to H2 Gambling Capital, the global income
from

the

proceeds

of

online

gambling

amounted to USD 44 billion in 2016.
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The profitability of the online gambling market has been showing steady growth. H2 Gambling Capital
specialists forecast that this market will grow up to USD 47.4 billion in 2017 and will exceed USD 60
billion by 2020, which means a 10% annual growth.

Influences on online betting and gaming
preferences
Advertising (Any)

According to Deloitte, brand power in the
online gambling industry is crucial for its
success and Mintel’s research backs this claim as
well. Brand power is acquired through strong

Others (Any)

marketing, the stability of an online gambling
platform, and authority/legality. COWEYE can

Recommendations

maximize its potential due to its social casino

(Any)

platform, and thus efficiently gain its brand

Source: Mintel, Oct. 2013
Base: n= 485, internet users 18+

recognition and brand power.

More than 80 nations have legalized online gambling and Europe has the most significant online
gambling market in the world which accounts for some 47% of the world market. Importantly, this will
increase further, as countries like the Netherlands adopt new online gambling regulations which will
facilitate and promote growth. In the United States, Nevada, Delaware, and New Jersey have already
legalized online poker and casino, and Massachusetts, Florida, Illinois, and Philadelphia are in the progress
of legalization. Additionally, there has been no scope to grow in the Asia Pacific region, which has been a
disadvantage, but then again this poses a significant opportunity to be explored.

Since the online gambling market allows players to use virtual money, it has reduced the burden and risk
of carrying cash as in the case of real casinos, and since this can be done in the comfort of one’s home,
many people are now resorting to online gambling. In short, there are more significant excellent
opportunities for this market to grow and expand as governments will move to regulate practices to
enable safe, healthy growth in a market which is still in its infancy.

Social Casino Market
Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC, an independent research firm, estimated the global Social Casino Gaming
market increased +13.6% y/y to $3.81 billion in CY16. Playtika remained the largest social casino publisher
with 24.9% market share, followed by Zynga at 8.5% market share, and SciGames Interactive with 7.8%
market share. Combined, the top-3 three companies accounted for 41% of the total social casino game
market, while the top-15 companies accounted for roughly 82% of the total market. Mobile game revenue
accounted for 71% of all social casino game revenues generated in CY16 versus 64% in CY15.
Social casino game revenues generated on mobile/tablet devices (iOS, Google Play, Amazon App Store,
and other 3rd party Android stores) increased +4.6% q/q and +19.6% y/y to $713 million. Based on
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market movement and independent researchers, COWEYE expects social casino game revenues to
continue to grow at a much faster rate on mobile versus web/Facebook due to the migration of social
gamers from desktop to mobile & tablets. 54% of all mobile social casino game revenues generated in
4Q16 came from iOS devices, while 46% came from Android devices.

The social casino game revenues generated on Facebook/web went down -0.9% q/q and -9.8% y/y to
$263 million. Overall, there is a broad-based decline regarding user levels on Facebook (PC), and this
trend will not change. While the social casino game category as a whole is still outperforming other game
genres, the overall decline in user levels is finally catching up, especially for some of the smaller
publishers. The bigger casino publishers such as Playtika, SciGames Interactive, and DoubleU Games
continue to outperform on a relative basis, largely due to higher paying player conversion rates and
monetization levels. As the platform matures, users favor the bigger publishers who can continue to
reinvest in the product, sales & marketing, and have a larger underlying user base.
Top 15 Social Casino Game Publishers on Mobile – 4Q16 ($ in M)
Rank

Company

iOS

Android

Revenue

% chg q/q

% chg y/y

Market Share

%iOS

%Android

Other
Gross Market

* Includes 3rd party Chinese app store revenues
Source: Company reports, Sensor Tower, AppAnnie, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC

The global social casino market will reach $4.16bln in CY17 or +9% y/y growth and reach $4.63bln by
CY20. This growth implies the social casino market will grow at a CAGR of +5% over the next 4 years,
which is down from a +30% CAGR over the past 4 years. The revenue deceleration reflects a maturing
market and specifically lower DAU growth partially offset by higher paying player conversion rates and
monetization levels.
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Social Casino Market forecast – E&K Gaming
($ in millions)

Source: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC

Perceived Importance of Motivations

Aspects of Social Casino Games That Had

For Social Casino Game Play

Encouraged Respondents to Gamble
Gambled

Not Gambled

Due to SCGs

Due to SCGs

Not at all important

39.6%

65.7%

Somewhat important

45.5

29.5

Very important

14.9

4.8

To relieve stress /

Not at all important

23.8

46.2

escape from my

Somewhat important

60.4

44.3

worry

Very important

15.8

9.5

Not at all important

16.8

35.0

Somewhat important

64.4

53.6

Very important

18.8

11.4

Not at all important

34.7

70.0

Somewhat important

51.5

24.3

Very important

13.9

5.7

Not at all important

22.8

61.0

Somewhat important

50.5

26.4

I didn’t want my play

Very important

26.7

12.6

to be connected to a social network

Not at all important

18.8

29.8

I wanted greater competition against other players

Somewhat important

54.5

54.3

Very important

26.7

16.0

Not at all important

18.8

41.9

Somewhat important

55.4

45.5

Very important

25.7

12.6

Reason For Playing

Social interaction

To pass time /
avoid boredom

To improve my
Gambling skills

To make money

For excitement /
fun

For the competition
challenge

I wanted to win real money

50.5%

Playing social casino games allowed me

37.6

to play without risking any money
I thought I would have a good chance

31.7

of winning at real-money gambling
Playing social casino games

30.7

allowed me to develop my gambling skills
Gambling for real money is
more fun and exciting than social casino games

25.7

Real-money gambling is a better game experience

17.8

I wanted to challenge myself

17.8

Real-money gambling is easier to play

12.9
11.9
9.9

I came across advertisements for real-money
gambling sites as a result of playing

8.9

social casino games
I gambled online in the past

6.9

Note: Multiple response were allowed
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Social casino games have grown substantially over the past five years. Caesars recently sold its social
casino site, Playtika, for $4.4 billion. In Australia, prominent gambling researcher Sally Gainsbury, Deputy
Director at the Gambling Treatment Clinic & Research Group, School of Psychology, University of Sydney,
along with four of her colleagues produced a research paper called “Migration from Social Casino Games
to Gambling: Motivations and Characteristics of Gamers who Gamble.” The paper was published by
ePublications@SCU, which is an electronic repository administered by Southern Cross University Library.
With 510 respondents, the chart on the below outlines the motivations for playing social casino games
(SCGs), broken down by those who were influenced to gamble real money, and those who were not. The
second chart, featuring 110 respondents, reveals the motivation behind the desire to play real money
games for those who started with social casino games.

IV. Platform Overview
COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform’s Goals:



Let's overwhelm the existing online casinos with world-class graphics.



Let’s make a comprehensive casino game and platform that can maximize the social elements.



Let's create fun elements and wow-effects to prevent user fall out.



Let’s maximize our profits, compared with competitors, through killer contents and graphics
(Reduce operational costs of online gambling, therefore providing higher payouts).



Let’s create a safe, transparent, and trustworthy casino platform (Reduce risk of fraud).

Why HTML5?
HTML5

allows

users

to

enjoy

games

without

any

downloads on any browser, platform or any device.
Any OS

COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform will launch with
six world-class graphics slots, Baccarat, Texas Holdem, and

Any Devices

Any Browser

Sit and Go Multi Table Tournaments along with multinational retail casinos.
We are planning to increase 1~3 slot machine games
every month and new table games such as Black Jack,

Seven Poker Stud, Omaha, Roulette, Craps, Big-Wheel, etc. post launch.
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Game Introduction
Prototypes and Screenshots

The War of the Gods

The Curse of the Pharaoh

Western Royal
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The War with Vampires

The Rose Lady

The Classic 3 Reel Slot
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Texas Holdem

VIP Lounge

Baccarat
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V. Technical Approach
HTML5 and Ethereum Blockchain
COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform project will run under HTML5 source code based developed on
the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum8, a smart contract based blockchain provides an ideal solution for the
cashless casino as transactions can be easily facilitated without necessitating human activity. As such,
gamers can easily visit the casino, exchange their cryptocurrency for chips at our exchange and proceed
to play their preferred game without the need for dealers or administrators in the currency exchange
process. Of course, other cryptocurrencies will be introduced as entry points to the casino through the
COWEYE Exchange, but the underlying infrastructure will be based on the Ethereum platform and
accompanied with our token explained in the following section.
HTML5 allows users to enjoy the games without any downloads in any browsers, in any platform, and on
any device. Whatever users want to play on PCs, tablets, or smartphones, COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino
Platform will support all of them. This combination of HTML5 and Ethereum blockchain will allow the
COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform to be the most effective game platform to reach users as well
being safe and transparent.
Cryptocurrencies are quickly taking over the online gambling market, turning into the most popular
means of payment on gambling sites. Until recently, only a few platforms accepted cryptocurrencies, but
today they are becoming ubiquitous. Many participants in the online gambling market believe that
cryptocurrencies will continue to grow in popularity. Such rapid integration of this tool into payments
systems is due to a lack of government control over this area. Other advantages include:


user anonymity



no restriction on the number and amount of transactions



speed of payments



low minimum payment threshold and absence of commission

As a result, cryptocurrencies will become the most reliable, transparent and advantageous means of
payment for the online gambling industry. Soon, blockchain-based online casinos will become as
customary as the Internet. The advent of the blockchain technology and Ethereum smart contracts has
made it possible for us to create an online COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform that will be open to
the community rather than to only a bunch of interested parties.

Ethereum and E20 Token
Ethereum allows organizations like COWEYE to develop and embed platforms on its primary network
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without necessitating the need to create a new blockchain altogether and as such is a much faster,
convenient and reliable avenue for building the platform upon which the whole casino platform will run.
Moreover, with Ethereum, the security of the casino system will be assured and can be monitored easily
due to the transparency and consistency afforded by cryptographic verifications of the whole network
(Ethereum MainNet). We will be able to show to any regulatory body that monitors casino operations
complete transparency and accountability for every transaction that has happened on our platform. We
will be using the ERC20 Token9 standard that describes the functions and events that an Ethereum token
contract has to implement to create for our token called the COW Token.
COW Token; the In-Game Currency
COW Token is the in-game currency for all the game contracts integrated with the protocol and to power
the COWEYE reward system. TheiIn-game currency and reward system are complimentary. A reward
system that allows people to collect tokens that can be used for games in the real-world provides a
better incentive mechanism than a purely reputational point system.
Overtime COW Token accounts history can be used as a reputation system and for ranking the games
and the players. For example, more popular games would have more transaction histories. It is not
recommended to save a significant amount of COW on a browser, even though it might be less prone to
theft than more well-known crypto-token such as Ether.
In the traditional gaming and online gambling industry, large gaming companies preferred not to have ingame tokens that works across all games as it disrupts their business model. However, when it comes
down to smaller independent game producers, having an interoperable token makes it very reasonable
since it eliminates the need to maintain user account balances.
Using a Ethereum based sub-currency instead of Ether reduces the risk of malicious attacks on the system
after it scales. If the system is attacked, the token will become worthless, so any reasonable person would
not think of doing this
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VI. Token Distribution
Whilst the Cow Tokens were issued as POS based until Oct. 2018, the company has decided to
changeover to a POSL type token (coin) to take into account future mainnet node lockup maintenance
and compensation purposes.
Type of Token (Coins) : P.O.S.L
Type of Token and Coin Creation: Issuance (P.O.S)
Compensation system for mainnet node maintenance: Lock Up Count (L)
Technical base: ERC-20
Lock Up Count
1.

Lock Up Count : Terms for lock up will be from 1 ~ 12 month on voluntary basis
A. Lock Up participation and compensation
1. Participation and periods
i.

Method : Via COWEYE Homepage

ii.

Period : Every 1st day monthy (00:00:00 ~ 23:59:59 (GMT+0) only

2. Compensation
i.

Airdrop to be given for the previous month after settlement the next
month

2.

ii.

First airdrop : April 15th 2019

iii.

Thereafter, every 15th of each month

Coin (mainnet) count : After a certain number is maintained in the node wallet
i.

1 day to be counted for every 24 hours maintained

ii.

Weighted value to be proportional to amount maintained during the
determined periods. Fluctuation in number of coins within certain
period will not be affected.

iii.

Airdrop to be calculated on lockup dates and amount according to
weighted value.

B. Compensation for Node maintenance
1. Node participation
i.

How : For those who have retained a certain amount in their PC or
mobile wallet

ii.

Limit : None. Automatic counting after a certain amount retained

iii.

Cycles : None. Automatic suspension after amount drops down

2. Compensation
i.

Gas sharing scheme for mainnet maintenance
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ii.

To be decided after system simulation is finalized

iii.

Node allocation and period : Dependent on (ii) above after the
mainnet lauch

Token Distribution
We intend to take a realistic approach to our token distribution based upon what we have observed in
the market and change the token sale structure from the previous method altogether.

We have deleted

the institutional tranche and ICO cap that was previously proposed, and instead minimized the pre-sale
cap and bonus and reserved minimal funds for the following activities:


to acquire a legal online game license



to comply with government agencies and all laws globally



to continually acquire earnings by share participation in partners’ offline casino junket operation
COPYRIGHT 2019 COWEYE, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Normally, raising funds is based on the value at that particular time, however the value of tokens fluctuate
so rapidly every hour and every minute in the coin market. Thus, in the case of long term or large scale
projects, there always exists uneasiness amongst investors due to such rapid value fluctuation. Also, we
have seen that if a certain cryptocurrency was to be sold in large volumes to offset any decrease in value,
this would cause more negative impact and turmoil in the market.
In order to improve this type of structure, COWEYE has steadily raised funds from partners to run this
project with the best means as possible. We feel that researching ways to make COW more appealing to
users should be at the forefront of our project, and funds will be raised via IEO when needed.
We will further explain in the next section the reward system for users on the COWEYE platform and how
the earnings will escalate the value of COW tokens. Following are some reasons why we have decided to
progress towards tranche IEO and how this move will positively impact the business.


Users will be less burdened psychologically as the exchange listing has already taken place



Users will be able to evaluate the value objectively as the market price will be listed with real
sales transactions



COWEYE’s business update will always be easily accessible (any news on expansion or
development, mainnet preparation, etc.)



COWEYE’s operation and fund raising will be more transparent.



Market disruption will not occur as cryptocurrency sales will not be concentrated in one
exchange



Unnecessary volume will not be distributed in the market as the cap will be decided depending
on the market price; this is a different concept i.e. volume retained by the company, so option
to sell will not be allowed



IEO after stabilization of the token price will be a positive move



Community effect for COWEYE, exchanges and users will be established

COW price staging (exchange rate to ETH during campaign period)
In the previous whitepaper, normally the exchange rate was 60,000 COW for 1 ETH. Following is an
excerpt from the previous version.

Depending on the funds gathered, more games and services will be launched. Even though we will
have presale and actual sale period for our ICO, our contribution system is divided into tranches
depending on critical games and service to be launched rather than days.
Even though COWEYE initiated its development of COWEYE Cryptocurrency Casino Platform, our
resources are limited. The more funds we can raise, the more experts we can hire to speed up the
process. The minimum contribution is set at the 0.1ETH, equivalent roughly to US $60.
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Most token investors have an impatient side and always demand quick feedback, and are usually
burdened by the high risk involved with the volatile cryptocurrency market.
COWEYE on the other hand has totally scrapped away the standard token pricing structure. As the cap on
each tranche will be somewhat liquid, the IEO will be dependent on the market price. Funds raised in this
manner will make coin buy-back and pay back to lockup participators possible, thus making a positive
impact to raise the market value.
Bounty Program
COWEYE intends to run a bounty program to prepare against any security or hacking issues that could
arise during the changeover from token type to a mainnet coin.

Any issues will be solved through the

official channel or Github, however any response will be dealt with privately.
Roadmap
2018 1Q COWEYE Casino Prototype launch
2018 2Q ICO preparation : Established U.S. and Singapore entity
2018 3Q Token Pre-Sale commenced
2019 1Q Quracao Entity established, Attracted Series A investment
2019 1Q COW Lock-up Wallet Open
2019 1Q Expect listing on international exchange
2019 3Q IGM-Casino Open Poker beta game
2019 4Q IGM-Casino Expect final launch of Poker
2020 1Q IGM-Casino Grand Open (Poker, Omaha, Baccarat)
2020 2Q All in One Casino Beta Open
2020 3Q All in One Casino Formal Opening, Attract Series B investment
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VII. Rise of COW Value
The principal behind the rise in value of COW tokens is quite simple. Investors will be recognized by just
possessing the coins. We will be increasing the usage points through more partnerships whereby the
need to use coins by players will naturally be accelerated. Additionally, if partners and online casinos are
incentivated to purchase COW tokens for operational funds or reserve, they will naturally be inclined to
procure more coins.

COWEYE will be using a totally different method than what is out on the market

which is quite positive towards our efforts. We have no planned sales cap, and post-IEO, all coins will be
on the market for partners and our platform.
The demand for COW tokens will increase along with the growth of the COWEYE’s crypto casino platform.
The platform is a new blockchain system that offers a discounted commission to users and a continuous
passive income to referees. By partnering with local offline casinos, COWEYE players will be able to use
COW token to exchange for chips to play games in the real world, while clients from our partnering
casinos may exchange their reward points to buy COW tokens to play crypto casino games on our
platform. These reward systems and partnerships will surely raise the demand for COW tokens, thus,
raising the value.

COW Reward Program
Even though the platform will take various cryptocurrencies into play, by using COW Token within the
platform, users will be able to receive 30% discounts on every commission that the platform takes. Thus
as the user pool increases the demand for COW Token will rise. Therefore, the value of the COW Token
will increase.
We also offer referral programs where users can receive 10% of the total betting amount of the referred
users. The referees can make additional income regardless of the referees playing history. This program
will also increase the demand for the COW Token.
Much thought has been given to reward system for users participating on the COWEYE platform, and
another innovative reward method is proposed as follows:


Users can voluntarily participate in the lock up



Profit sharing method for lock up participators via COW airdrop



The airdrop COW will be tokens bought back from the market



The BUY BACK period will be once per month; frequency per month can always change
according to changes in business model



Lock up period will be from 1 ~ 12 month on a voluntary basis
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Lockup will start the 1st of every month, and will be extended automatically if there is no prior
notice



The airdrop reward will be proportional to the number of tokens retained and will increase
according to the lock up period



Additionally, gas sharing will be offered for node maintenance on the mainnet



The business model will be diversified through off and online casino partnerships, operation, and
stakeholder participation



Discount to be offered in IEO stage for sales cap set for each tranche

COW Token in Real Life Usage
COWEYE will allow players to turn their cryptocurrencies into fun and useful assets in the physical realm,
thus addressing a major issue with these cryptocurrencies that have limited consumption opportunities in
the physical world. To make COW Token even more attractive, we are currently negotiating partnership
deals with offline casinos, such as Pechanga, San Manuel, Tulalip, Genting, etc. for our users to use COW
Tokens as chips in partnered offline casinos. COWEYE will allow players to walk into our partnering local
casinos and exchange cryptocurrency for chips that will enable them to engage in all of their favorite
casino games on the premises.
On the other hand, our partnering offline casinos’ clients may exchange their reward points into COW
Tokens to play within our platform. This exchange will enable COWEYE to acquire more customers without
additional marketing efforts. Running marketing campaigns for new customers is expensive, especially
when there is no rapport. But offering new customers an opportunity to consume their reward points,
which they have no options to use elsewhere, is a great offer for both the new customers and the
partnering casinos. Thus, these partnerships will bring us more players into the platform and raise the
demand for the COW Token.
We are currently negotiating ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) development projects of these offline
casinos. The deal will allow us to manage potential clients and COW Token demands efficiently. In other
words, not only our partnerships will bond stronger, but allow us to market our platform more effectively
and efficiently.
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VIII. Team, Advisors & Partners
Team


Founder & CEO



University of Pennsylvania, BS, System Engineering



Prev. Samsung Electronics, Overseas Sales Division



Running own game company for 15 yrs, developing online and mobile
games

Sonny Yoon


Business Development / Marketing



Boston University, BA Finance & Marketing



CEO of Aventures, Inc. Fintech company servicing P2P platform and ecommerce sites



CEO of NeithView Investment, Inc. U.S. real estate and investment firm



REITSs Fund Manager at State Street Corporation



Head of International Business Dept., Han Chang General Construction,



Creative Director / Art Director



Founder & COO of ATENTS Art Director at 4:33



Concept Designer at XL GAMES



Art Director at NC Soft (listed on KOSPI)



Sejong University, MS in Digital Media



Chungang University, BS, Industrial Design

Jin Park

Junho Lee
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Advisors


VR & AR Advisor



Expertise in VR/AR. Prof. at Korea Polytechnic University



Visiting University at UC Irvine, Institute of Virtual Environment and
Computer Game

C.J. Lim



Founder & CEO of Media Interactive (merged w/Dream Roasting Co.)



Pennsylvania State University, Postdoc. Dept. of Computer Science



Founder & COO of Saycupid Co. (acquired by Neowiz)



KAIST, BS, MS, Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering (HCI/VR)



Seoul Science High School (prestigious school for talented)



Advisor, Marketing and consumer behavior



Expertise in Consumer Judgment and Decision Making



Associate Professor, Korea University Business School (2007 – 2018)
Consumer psychology



Assistant Professor, Singapore Management University (2005 -2007).



Stanford University, Ph.D. Business Administration (minor in psychology)
UC Berkeley, BA Economy

SungAh Yoon


Casino Accounting Advisor



University of Utah, MBA



Expert in game regulatory consulting and gaming business process reengineering, gaming compliance, accounting and auditing



Founder & CEO of Kodee Software (US)



CPA, member of American Institute of CPA’s, Principal Consultant at
Egghart Consulting. Frequent speaker at gaming conferences

E.J. Egghart



Kodee.net



Egghartconsulting.com



Business Development Advisor



Founder of Makewith (Makewith.co)



Head of New Enterprise, NHN; launched lanhood.com



Co-Founder & CEO of Kuku Communication and launched Kukubox
(later acquired by NHN)



Founder & CEO of Saycupid



Founder & CEO of Cyworld



KAIST, BS and Ph.D

Yong Hyoung
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Casino Operation Advisor



Over 30 years experience in gaming operations management in
Washington State and Las Vegas including CEO of Lucky Eagle Casino &
Hotel, VP of Casino Operations for Mill Bay Casino and General Manager
of Tulalip Casino



Various Global Gaming Training and National Indian Gaming Association
Certifications obtained

John Setterstrom



CEO, Lucky Eagle Casino & Hotel, Rochester, WA (1995 – 2017 22 yrs)



VP, Casino Operations, Mill Bay Casino, Lake Chehan (1994 – 1995)



General Manager, Tulalip Resort Casino, Marysville, WA (1992 -1994)



Pit manager, Golden Nugget Casino, Las Vegas (1983 – 1992)



Tribal Gaming Pioneer and Hospitality Executive, Expertise in Casino Startups, operations and resort turnarounds

Jin Hwan Park



Game Development Advisor



CEO, Ubifun Corporation (2014 - present)



CEO, Neoarena Corporation (2013 – 2015)



Director at NEXON Mobile Corporation (2011 – 2012)



Managing Director at GameOn, Japan (2008 -2009)



CEO, Neowiz Japan (2006 -2008)



CEO, Neowiz Corporation (2001 – 2005)



Selected as Leader of Next Generation at 2004 World Economic Forum



Launched game portal PMANG (2003) which became no. 1 game portal



Launched global megahits such as Special Force, Cross Fire, FIFA
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Partners
PECHANGA RESORT & CASINO

San Manuel Casino
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Tulalip Resort

Genting Grand (Maxims Hotel)
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